Tonello ECOFREE 2:
The ultimate
ozone treatment

Tonello ECOFREE 2 is an ultimate ozone treatment technology with reduced energy consumption with new fashionable
effects.
In 2013, with the launch of ECOfree, Tonello took denim
ozone treatment to the next level. In 2017 four years later,
Tonello comes back to revolutionize the market with the latest
evolution of its most avant-garde technology, even more,
efficient and higher performing finishing of denim.
In fact, according to Tonello, the newest evolution of ECOfree
allows you to treat your garments with ozone both in water and
in the air. Thanks to the use of cold plasma generators they are
able to obtain higher concentrations of ozone with lower oxygen
and electrical energy consumption compared to traditional
systems.
An ecological process: lower consumption of electricity and
water; shorter processing times; purification costs reduced to a
minimum; absolute safety for the operator and for the final
consumer. These are, very briefly, the main benefits of the new
ECOfree 2 highlighted as under;
Three systems in one: The washing machine is able to treat
with ozone in the air and in water. This results in greater flexibility;
With the combination of both processes, ozone in the air and in the
water, and traditional washes, new fashionable effects are obtained
by the manufacturers. Furthermore, thanks to the new cold plasma
generators Tonello achieves the following advantages: Processing
times, purification costs reduced to a minimum, absolute safety for
the operator and for the final consumer. These are, very briefly, the
main benefits of the new ECOfree 2 highlighted below:
 The ozone is produced in greater quantities and at higher
concentrations;
 The ozone is dissolved in water with 98% efficiency which
in turn means more pronounced and faster bleaching
effects;
 The higher concentration of ozone reduces oxygen consumption by 50%;
 Oxygen production is constantly optimized, according to
ozone production;
As a consequence, energy consumption is also reduced by
50%. The new ECOfree 2 cold plasma generator is less
cumbersome and more compact than the previous one, as per
Tonello’s calculations.

